On Monday, October 3, 2022 18.00 Paris time, day of celebration of the International Architecture Day, the UIA Greek section organized a webinar on "Architecture for Health: Better Buildings and Cities".

Short presentations delivered by: Fani Vavili UIA CM & president of Greek Section, Nikos Fintikakis past UIA Region II VP, Dimitris Xynomilakis President SADAS-PEA, Nikos Kazeros and Damianos Damianakos members of UIA Greek Section

Discussion and comments from the participants underlined that "every design, every scale and type, building or public space, interior design, materials, etc., has a valuable impact on the health of the users. Thus it is fundamental that every architect is obliged to embed "Design for Health" in every project. In accordance to UIA, WHO-UN Habitat with a focus on "Human and Environmental Health, showing how an integrated approach to health can influence decisions on sectors such as housing, transport, energy, water and sanitation”.
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